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caught a long series of them. It seems clear they were

not imiuigrauts from Durban, but what caused their

appearance in such unusual numbers it is difficult to

understand. I may mention that in the last few years

Mr. Bali has caught two B. wahlbergi but has never seen

dominicanus. While there, I saw six females of P. cenea,

two of each of the three forms."

31. Warning Colours and Mimicry (almost wholly
Mullerian) in South African Coleoptera.
(G.A.K.M., E.B.P.)

[In the groups described below, Coleoptera play a

dominant part, either making up the whole or, except in

the case of the Mutilloid group, acting as models for other

insects. In tliis one exception the chief interest centres

in the Coleoptera, and therefore the group is included

here. A certain number of mimetic Coleoptera will be

mentioned elsewhere in other groups which have collected

round various types of Hymenopterous models.

In the present section the extraordinary predominance

of Mullerian associations in South African Coleoptera stands

out as the most prominent conclusion. —E. B. P.]

A. Peculiar Warning Patterns and Directive j\rarhs in

Carahidiv and Cicindelid.v. (E. B. P., G. A. K. M.)

Some of the warning patterns of the large Carahidic of

the genus Antliia are very remarkable and effective, and

their development and relationship iu the different species

extremely interesting.

Six illustrative examples are figured on Plate XVI [.

In Fig. 21 we see the ancestral appearance, the uniform

black of so many large Carabids, in A)dhia niassilicatct.

Mr. Marshall's account of the habits of the South African

members of the genus, printed on page 510, shows that

such a beetle is highly conspicuous. It is no doubt an
advantage, however, to gain easily-recognizable distinctive

marks on the black ground of the exposed dorsal surface,

and we find that the species of Aiithia do, as a rule, possess

two or more wdiitc patches upon some part of this area.

The pair of elongated thoracic white patches, in A. i?etersi

(Fig. 22), are borne upon the sides of a thorax which is very

like that oi massilicata,\v\\\\Q in A. thoracica (Fig. 23) this

part of the body is greatly widened and the white patches
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become a broad oval in shape. A pair of white spots (as

well ns a white line towards the outer border of the

posterior half of the elytra) has also arisen on the anterior

part of the elytra in A. omoi^lata, var. mellyi (Fig. 26), and
it is of deep interest to note that these spots at a little

distance or when tlie insect is moving would resemble the

entirely different thoracic spots of fhoracicaiixv more closely

than these latter resemble the entirely homologous spots

of pctcrsi. The comparison of Fig. 23 with 22 and then

Avith 26 will bear out this conclusion. Perhaps one reason

for the development of the remarkable structures in which

the spots are situated in thoracica (they are placed in the

concavities of special lateral outgrowths of the thorax)

may be in order to favour the synaposematic approach to

an arrangement like that of mellyi; for by this means it

is possible for the spots to attain approximately the same
size and shape, and at the same time to retain an interval

between them which corresponds to that obtaining in the

very different position upon the elytra. The concavities

exist however in a much smaller form in A. maxillosa, and
the white markings in them are inconspicuous.

In A. nimrocl from West Africa (Fig. 25) we see a further

development of the mellyi pattern in the appearance of

another pair of spots on the posterior region of the elytra,

while in A. sex- guttata., from India (Fig. 24), this appear-

ance is combined with the two spots of thoracica, thus

building up a warning pattern of remarkable simplicity

and effectiveness, being an almost exact negative of the

six of dominoes. The success of the aposeme is much
enhanced by the approximate equality of the shorter

intervals between the spots of each pair, and the longer

ones between the spots of one pair and the corresponding

spots of the next. The great breadth of the thorax

permits this symmetry in one direction without the

development of outgrowths like those of thoracica, while

symmetry in the other direction has been rendered possible

because the middle pair of spots occupies a more posterior

position on the elytra than does the corresponding pair of

nimrocl or mellyi. It will be seen by a glance at Figs. 23 to

25 that the addition of the spots of Fig. 23 to the thorax

of Fig. 25 would produce a very inferior warning pattern

as compared with that of sex-guttata (Fig. 24).

Mr. Marshall gives the following account (1902) of the

habits of these formidable beetles :

—
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"The warning character of the Large spots and stripes

of the Anthias (Plate XVII, figs. 22-26) is well borne out

by the appearance of these insects in their natural haunts.

They are purely terrestrial in their habits, and prefer open,

treeless countr}^ where owing to their large size and
striking coloration they are very conspicuous objects.

Wiien alarmed they adopt a very characteristic warning
attitude, raising themselves high on their legs, walking in

a quick jerky maimer and often twisting sharply from side

to side ; but, as in the case of other aposematic insects,

when they find these demonstrations are of no avail they

endeavour to make good their escape and are then capable

of running at a very fair pace. Their acid secretion is

very powerful, and causes a strong stinging sensation when
it touches the skin of the face or the more tender parts of

the hands, and as it can be projected to a distance of some
four or five feet, the insect would have to be captured with

considerable caution even by an enemy which might be

aware of its powers. The liquid is always ejected upwards,

and the insects seem capable of controlling its direction

to a li-niited extent. A very similar warning attitude is

observable in the huge Cicindelids of the genus 3fanUchora,

at least I have seen it in 31. herculeana. The habits of

this insect are very similar to those of Anthia, but it cannot

project its protective secretion, which merely exudes when
it is handled ; the liquid also is not acid as in Anthia, but
possesses a strong smell."

Mr. Marshall brings forward the very probable hypothesis

that the posterior white spot or spots of the small and
medium-sized Carahidiv. are directive. The fact that they

form an important element in the Mutilloid appearance of

these Coleoptera is no objection whatever to this hypo-

thesis, which is explained in detail below ; for it is probable

that the posterior white spots of the female Mutillidx may
have a similar function, directing attention to the sting.

Mr. Marshall states (1902) that the abdomen is the most
conspicuous part of a Mutillid (see p. 512).

"Among the diurnal Caraliiihx in South Africa the

frequent occurrence of a conspicuous white spot at the

apex of the elytra is very noticeable, and there is good

ground for believing that this spot is of a directive

character. Unlike such insects as Cantharidie, Lycidx, etc.,

the CarcdiidiB do not appear to possess any general dis-

tastefulness, but dejDend for protection solely upon their
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power of squirting a strongly acid liquid from behind. In.

the case of the largest species, such as Anthia, the great

strength and large quantity of this liquid render it a very

efficient protection ; but in the smaller species my experi-

ments and observations lead me to suppose that this is not

the case, but that the utility of the secretion lies rather in

the fact that it enables the insects momentarily to dis-

concert their enemies, and this, owing to their great

activity, gives them an opportunity to escape. Under
these circumstances it is evidently of importance that an
attack from an enemy should be directed to the anal

portion of the body in order to ensure its receiving the

discharge. The anal white patch is especially noticeable

in such genera as Polyhirma (semisuturata, henncttii [see

Appendix, pp. 547, 548], notata, rufata, macilcnta, etc.)

and Piezia {marshalli and mashuna) ; it also occurs in the

Cicindelid 3Iyrmecoptera ])olyhirmoidcs w\\\c\\ consorts with

many of the above species. It is probable that the two
white or yellow spots which are found in so many Cara-

hidiB and Cicindelidx. (see Plate XVII, figs. 7-11, 14-19)
towards the apex of the elytra have also a similar

significance, that of the Cicindelida} being of course

mimetic (of Mutillida} and Garabidm)."

B. Mtttilloid Colcoptera : CUridm, CaraMdte, and Cicindelidx

:

Primary and Secondary Syna/posematic a7id Pseudaposc-

matic Associations. (E. B. P.)

When forwarding the following mimics of Mutillidm,

Mr. Marshall also sent a record of habits :

—

"Salisbury, Jan. 8, 1899. —The Mutilloid type is not
uncommon among Garahidaj, Eccojjtoiitcra cufricollis being
a beautiful instance of mimicry. But the markings are

most developed among the CUridx, of which I have no
less than twelve species all exhibiting the Mutilloid

marking more or less distinctly; I expect they will be
found to be parasitic on MutiUid^e. I have also caught a
little spider which is an excellent Mutilloid mimic."

This species of Mutilloid spider and another sent later

have been described by the Rev. O. Pickard-Cambridge,
F.R.S., as Prosthesiiiia alhomaculata and Titus lugens. (Proc.

Zool. Soc. Lond., 1901, p. 11, figs. 2, 3, Plate V.)

"Salisburi/, Feb. 12, 1899.— The Mutilloid group is

interesting though not so satisfactory from a cabinet point
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of view, the resemblance being much less marked tlian in

the field, except perhaps Eccoptoptera which is a splendid

case, and it has caused me to hesitate more than once

before venturing to handle it. At the present time I

would not venture to express an opinion as to the use or

significance of the colours in this group. The Mntillidie

of course are armed with a powerful sting, which however

they are slow to use, and besides they are very hard ; the

red prothorax is by no means conspicuous when they are

running on the ground, the abdomen being the part that

catches the eye, and when hard pressed this is elevated in

the air evidently as a warning. I have noticed that it is

very difficult to distinguish the pattern while the insect is

running, the general impression being merely that of a

black body with white spots. The same applies to the

Cicindelidie and Carahidm, which are all fast runners and

most of them very diflficult to distinguish inter sc in the

field at first sight. The exact resemblance of Graphipterus

antiokanus to Piczia sclousi is marred by the shrinkage in

the former of the pygidium, which bears two white patches.

Atradonota, despite its markings, very much resembles

one of our larger black ants, especially in its manner of

running. A good many other species (especially of Clcridm)

might also be included in the group."

The Mutilloid group of Coleoptera from Salisbury may
be arranged together with their models as follows, the

plan being that adopted in Plate XVII, figs. 1-12 and
14-19:—

Muti la

Iiiirimrata

Fi''. 1.

Atraotouota
iniilsaiiti

FiL'. 7.

MUTILLID.E.

M.
tetttmsis

9
Fix. i-

Atractoniita
inulsanti

Fig. 8.

CAUAniK.K

Graphiptt'ius
antiokanus

Fig. U
(Nov. 1898—

Jan. 1899).

Piezia
si'lousi

Fiir. !•'>.

M.
ceiilicus

9
Fix. 3.

CARABm^K.

M.
leucopyga?

9
Fig. 4

(Nov. 1 SOS-
Jan. 1899).

M.
sycoiax

9
Fig. 5.

Polyliinna
aiiiigiiia

Fig. 9.

Polyliinna
suniL'nia

Fig. 10

(Nov. 1 SOS-
Jan. 1S99).

Ecciiptoptera
fupricollis

Fig. 11.

M.
lif iTida

9
Fig. i;.

(Nov. 1898-
Jan. 1899).

CLERID^.

Graiitoclcrus,
sp.

Fig. 12.

CICINDELID.K.

Pulylarina
bilnnata, Boh.

Fig. Hi.

(Nov. 1898—
Jan. 1899).

Myrmecoiitera • Mynneco]iti!rai Myrnicco|)lern

"niarshalli ! invicta I bilunata

Fig. 17. Fig. IS.
I

Fig. 19.
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All were captured at Salisbury, in Nov. 1898, with the

exception of those specially noted as taken between Nov.
1898 and Jan. 1899.

Other species are not included in the Plate for want of

space. Tlius Piezia marshalli has a single median white

spot, of which half is on one elytron and half on the other,

in place of the posterior well-separated pair of spots on
P. selousi ; and there are other species, outlying members
of the group under discussion, in which the Mutilloid

appearance becomes less marked, while in Polyhirvia semi-

sitturata it fades away altogether, although this intensely

black beetle, with its white dorsal line anteriorly and white

patch posteriorly, seems to be very conspicuous. The
appearance of the group and the relation to the outlying

species suggest a strong and very complex Miillerian

association. The large Garahicla} of the genus Anthia
are either entirely black or possess a peculiar synapo-

sematic appearance, described on pp. 508-510, and figured

on PJate XVII, figs. 22 to 26. The smaller Carahidm,

depending upon a less development of the same defence

—the power of discharging a strong acid secretion

—

have gained an appearance, due, like that common in

Anthia, io white markings on a black ground, but arranged

so as to suggest more or less strongly the likeness of a

Ilutilla. In a single species, as Mr. Marshall points out,

the resemblance is extraordinarily exact (Plate XVII,
fig. 11). This may be on account of habits and a mode
of life which render the likeness especially beneficial.

The smallest Carahida?,, the Atractonota and Polyhirma
tvnigma (Plate XVII, figs. 7-10), in shape resemble large

ants, and Mr. Marshall states above that the movements of

the former aid in producing this effect. On the other

hand, their white spots appear to be certainly Mutilloid or

perhaps rather to resemble the Mutilloid white spots of

the other unant-like CarahidcV. Nothing is more char-

acteristic of a Miillerian (synaposematic) group than the

complexity of likeness which is thus revealed, and yet in

the light of the great hypothesis which we owe to Fritz

Mllller it is not difficult to understand the general principles

which account for its existence.

The GarabidX' are a powerful, specially defended group,

and it is of advantage to be recognized as belonging to

the group, even though it is no doubt of still greater

advantage to be mistaken, as may happen at a distance,

TRANS. ENT. SOC. LOND. 1902. —PART III. (NOV.) 34
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or on a superficial view, or during rapid movement, for

the still more formidable MiUillidx and ants. Hence,
although the smaller species of this group resemble the

latter, and the larger the former, markings are neverthe-

less retained which serve to connect the.se Culeoptera

together, and enable the experience gained in an attack

on one of them to be of service in preventing the waste of

life in many other species. For the same reason we can

understand another curious inter-relationship, viz. that

there is a superficial resemblance between different genera

of Caralndie and between Cicindelichv and Carabidx.

Running through, but not concealing the resemblance to

the Hymenoptera, is a resemblance between the Cole-

opterous mimics themselves. Thus there is the likeness

described by Mr. Marsliall on p. 512, between Gra2')hiptenLS

antlohanns and Piezia selousi (compare Plate XVII, figs.

14 and 15), while the remarkable likeness of the Cicin-

de/idiV to the Carahid/e Avill be at once appreciated when
Figs. 17, 18 and 19 are compared with 15 and 16. The
same explanation is doubtless valid. The Cicindelidw arc

less powerful than the Carahida}, but many of them emit

a peculiar scent, and the genus Tricondyla is closely

mimicked in Borneo by the Locustid Condylodcra tricondy-

loidcs. We can well understand that it is to the advan-

tage of Cicindelidm to be one with another and more
powerful set of Coleoptera, even though it may be a

further and probably greater advantage to resemble the

3futillidR', a resemblance which is also involved in the

appearance they have gained. If this explanation be

sound we shall expect also to find examples of the same
kind of likeness between Cicindelidx and Caralidiv which
do not resemble these Hymenoptera. Plate XVII shows
that this is undoubtedly a fact, for the all-black Folyhirma
houcardi (Fig. 13) is seen to be strongly resembled by a

Cicindelid, Myrmccoptcra jw/y/ii^'wioiV/t'S, var. mashuna
(Fig. 20j, belonging to the same genus as the three white-

marked species ligured in the same Plate.

The Clcridiv everywhere tend to resemble Mutillidie,

but they also resemble Cantharid/c, and more rarely

Lycidx and even Oocchwllidvv, while one gen-us is beauti-

fully mimicked by a Longicorn in Borneo. The first-

mentioned likeness is probably a marked example of

synaposematic colouring, and I should expect that the

character of the original structure and warning pattern,
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rather than the parasitism which Mr. Marshall suggests,

rendered resemblance to MutillidcV- above all other

specially-defended insects particularly feasible
_

for these

Coleoptera. A good example of such mimicry is seen in

Plate XVII, fig. 12, representing GraiJtoclerus, sp.

I believe that the principles discovered by F. A. Dixey,

which are here employed to explain the curiously complex

inter-relationships of Mr. Marshall's Mutilloid group, will

hereafter be found to have an important bearing upon

many superficial resemblances of mimicry and common
warning colours in all countries, and in many orders of

insects and probably other animals.

The double (or treble, etc.) resemblances which may be

perceived one underlying the other in the appearance of

a single form may be conveniently spoken of as Primary,

Secondary, Tertiary, etc., CommonWarning Colours (Proto-,

Deutero-, Tritosynaposematic Resemblance), or as Prim-

ary, Secondary, Tertiary, etc., Mimicry (Proto-, Deutero-,

Tritopseudaposematic Resemblance). Thus the resem-

blance of the Atrartonota to an ant, or of Myrmccoptera to

a Mutillid is Protosynaposematic, while their resemblance

to the Carabid genera Pohjhirma, Ficzia, etc., is deutero-

synaposematic. On the other hand, the resemblance of

the black Myrmecoi?tcra to Polyhirma houcarcli is proto-

synaposematic, or rather, synaposematic, since there

appears to be no other underlying or overlying resemblance

in this case.

Many examples of this kind will be found in the section

on Mimicry in Lepidoptera ; see especially pp. 470,471,

485-487.

I must here again refer to Dr. F. A. Dixey's important

memoirs, alluded to in greater detail on p. 502, as contain-

ing the first account and interpretation of the extremely

complex inter-relationships which may exist in Mlillerian

associations. The principles which he laid down are here

found to supply the interpretation of many puzzling and

subtle relationsliips, not only among Lepidoptera, but

also in other Orders in which the phenomena of mimicry,

warning colours, etc., have been far less fully investigated.

C. Lycklx as Models for other Coleoptera and Insects of

many Orders. (G. A. K. M.)

[The splendid and complex convergent group, repre-

sented on Plate XVIII, figs. 1^52, is by far the most
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complete illustration hitherto known of the power of

mimicry to attract forms of all kinds irrespectiv^e of

affinity. It is of the deepest interest to observe that the

association is almost entirely Mtillerian (synaposematic).

The following passages are quoted from letters written by

Mr. Marshall about the time when the first consignments

were sent ; but the group became very much larger when
the additions of later consignments were included.

—

E. B. P.]

Salishiivy, Jan. 8, 1899. —The two most prominent types

(f colour among mimetic Coleoptera are what I call the

Lycoid and Mutilloid types. Of the former I have put

aside for you a series comprising fifteen species, including

.several species of Lycus, three species of Longicorns, a

ileduviid bug, a fly, a wasp, an Arctiid moth, a Mylahris, a

IFypcracantha, etc., and I shall be able to add more in all

probability.

The Lycoid Arctiid moth is a day-flyer, but the deceptive

icsemblance is not good on the wing, being best shown
when the moth sits, as is its wont, on the ends of grass-

stems, etc., after the manner of a Lycus; it is perhaps

even more like rrionoccrus dimicUatvs, a Lycoid unpalat-

able Malacoderm which has a similar habit.

Salisbury, Fch. 12, 1899. —The six species of Lycus, the

Prionocerus, Diacantha, Zonitis, Mylahris, and Elctica, I

proved by experiment to be distasteful to baboons and a

kestrel. The Zyga^nid I presume to be so likewise, as it

emits a strong smell ; the Tckphorus will also probably

prove to be unpalatable. The four species of Avasps have

all got very effective stings ; thus the only unprotected

insects are the fly, which is an adiuirable mimic of one of

the wasps, and the three Longicorns, though I amnot quite

certain about Philagcthcs. As to the Peduvius I do not

know what to say, there are certainly some very remarkable

cases of mimicry in this family. # * *

In flight the Zygaiuid \_Nrnrosymfloca, Fig. 52] is aided by

its very brilliant hiiid-wings, and the H3-menoptera have a

fli<dit very difterent from, and far swifter than, that of

J/ycus.

[A complete list of the species arranged in their respec-

tive families is given below. Large as the group is it

could certainly be made much larger, especially if the

whole of South Africa were put under contribution. Thus
an obvious addition to the Longicorn mimics is Dyenmo-
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nus apicalis, which Mr. Marshall has not yet taken in

Mashonaland.— E. B. P.]

Group with Lycoid Markings (Plate XVIII, figs. 1-52).

COLEOPTERA

/ Cupridie

Malacodcriiiata I

MehjrldiB

Phytopharja

LagriidsR

CantliaridcC

Lowjicoriiia

{

Braconidie.

Hymexoptera ' Pompilida}

Crahronidie

Larridse,

Eumenidai

PyrrJwcoridm

LgyieidsB

Redwviidm

j Arctiidie

Lepidoptera
^ zijgmnidiy,

DiPTERA AsiJidie

Hemiptera

Aphodius liolubi (fig. 18).

^Lycus (Mcrolycus) lostratus (figs. 1, 2).

Lycus (Acautliolycus) constrictus (fig. 3).

Lycus ampliatus (figs. 4, 5).

Lycus (Lopliolycus) zouatiis (fig. 6).

Lycus (Lopholycus) haagi (figs. 7, 8).

Lycus (Chlaiiiidolycus) subtrabeatus

(figs. 9, 10).
_

^Lycocerus mimicus (figs. 11, 12).

Prionocerus dimidiatus (fig. 13).

(Pcecilomorpha fasciaticollis (fig. 14) ;

Diaeantha conifera (figs. 16, 17).

Peploptera zanibesiana (fig. 15).

Eutrapela sp. (fig. 19).

/Eletica rufa (figs. 20, 21) ; Mylabris

\ palliata (fig. 22) ; Zonitis sp. (fig. 23).

Amphidesmus aualis (fig. 25) ; Phila-

gathes Iffitus (figs. 26, 27).

Nitoeris sp. (fig. 28) ; N. siinilis (fig.

30) ; N. ?iiigricorais (fig. 29).

Blepisanis haioldi (fig. 24).

rPhanomeris sp. (figs. 44, 45) ; Iphiau-

1 lax bicolor (fig. 46) ; Bracon luctno-

"I
.siis (fig. 47) ; Bracon Huctucsus (fig.

I 48).

fPompilus morosus (fig. 36) ; P. capensis

\ (fig. 37) ; P. divei'sus (fig. 38) ; P.

\ vindex (fig. 39).

Cerceris orientalis, var. (fig. 40).

Notogonia croesus (fig. 41).

/Rhynchiuni radiale (fig. 42) ; R. rubens

I (fig. 43).

Serinetlia mutilata (fig. 33).

jLygffius fureatus (fig. 34) ;
Oncopeltus

I faiiielicus, var. jucundus (fig. 35).

_

/Vitumnus mi'niatus (fig. 32) ; V. cin-

l iiabarinus (fig. 31).

Ilema elegans (fig. 50).

jKeurosymploca ochreipennis (fig. 52) ;

I ZygKuid (genus ?) (fig. 51).

Xiphocerus cruciger (fig. 49).

In the above group the beetles of the genus Lycus un-

doubtedly constitute the dominant factor towards which

the other insects have converged with more or less exact-

ness. The members of this genus are very numerous

throughout S.E. Africa both in species and in individuals.

They are most conspicuous insects, and the majority of

thein occur on flowers, though a few species are more often
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to be foviiul on tlie heads of grasses. In habits they are

very shigglsh and have a slow heavy flight; when handled
tliey usually emit from their limbs a very strong-smelling

Avhite liquid, and they frequently feign death. The
Molyrid Prionoccriis has somewhat similar characteristics,

but is found only feeding on grass seeds. Among the

Phytophaga it is possible that the Pcecilomorpha is a

Batesian mimic, for the species of this genus are nearly all

more or less scarce, and moreover exhibit marked mimetic
tendencies in very different directions. The Diacantha, to

which I), dimidiata might also have been added, is a very

])leutiful insect with a nauseous smell ; it causes much
damage to garden plants such as cucumbers and pumpkins.
The Pcploptera is likewise abundant, frequenting acacias.

All the species of Lngriadye and Cantharida3 mentioned
are flower-feeders, and are certainly protected by distasteful

qualities. The significance of the colouring in the Longi-

corns is still a matter of doubt, as I have obtained no
experimental evidence with regard to them; probably

most of them are pseudaposeniatic, but Philagathcs may
be a Miillerian mimic. Of the Hymenoptera the quick-

flying Notogonia is the only scarce species with us; the

other Aculeates all visit flowers more or less commonly.
The Braconids ai'e slow and very conspicuous fliers, being
evidently protected by their very strong smell. The
species of Hemiptera also occur commonly on low plants

and bushes; the position of the Reduviids is not quite

certain, as experimental proofs are lacking. The Asilid fly

appears to be a very rare species and is doubtless a Batesian

mimic.

D. Miillerian [Synaposcmatic) Groups in South, African
Cokoptcra. (G. A. K. M.)

a. Cantlmrid Group (Represented on Plate XIX).

COLKOl'TEltA

Hemipteii.i.

Cantharidm

Lmujicornia

Fhi/fopJuiga

Lygmidx

'Mylabris tlicincta (fig. 1) ; M. tettonsis

(figs. 2-3) ; M. tricolor (fig. 4) ; JI.

oeulata (figs. 5, 6, 13); M. liolose-

ricea (fig. 9); Acteiiodiachrysoiiu'liiia

(figs. 7, 8, 11) ; Decatoma luiiata

(figs. 10, 12).

I

Cymatuia bitasciata (fig. 14) ; Ceroi^e-
sis caller (fig. 15) ; Anubis mcllyi
(fig. Iti).

Clytbra \valill)ergi (fig. 20).

Oiicopeltiis I'aiaclicu.s (fig. 17).
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The same species is sometimes repeated two or even
three times ia the Plate in order to show common varia-

tions in the pattern.

All the species of Cantharidfe in this group are abundant
in Salisbury, some of them occurring in such numbers as

to form a serious pest in the local flower-gardens. All

those mentioned feed on flowers exclusively, except M.
holosericccc which seems to be more attached to grasses.

In every case they emit a quantity of vesicating yellow

juice from the antenna? and joints of the legs when
handled, and also eject a liquid from their mouths ; their

flight is heavy and noisy, and they are most conspicuous

insects in every way. Ccroplesis cciffcr is probably the

commonest Lon^icorn in South Africa, attackincj dead
wood of almost any description, but particularly frequent-

ing acacias. It has a slow conspicuous flight, and has been
proved by experiment to possess distasteful qualities,

though I have not noticed that it gives off any smell.

The Longicorn Cymatura hifasciata is specially attached

to a species of Lantana, which grows to a fair-sized bush,

and the insects occasionally may be found on it in some
numbers. It is certainly a Mllllerian mimic, as it has a

strong smell, is very sluggish, and feigns death persistently

when captured. It was refused with evident dislike

by baboons. Anuhis vicllyi does not occur at Salisbury,

but is fairly common at Umtali, further east, where it

frequents the flowers of low plants. It is a brightly-

coloured insect, and emits the strong characteristic smell

of the diurnal Cerambycidse.

/3. Intermediate Groiq) connecting the Cantliarid and
CoccineUoid Grou/ps (Represented on Plate XIX).

C'antharidas Actenodia chrysomeliua (figs. 7, 8, 11).

^ Melitonoma sp. nov. (fig. 18) ; M. trnn-

catifroiis (fig. 19) ; M. litigiosa (fig.

21); M. epistomalis (fig. 23); Anti-

pus nifus (figs. 22, 25) ;
Clythra lac-

oidairei (fig. 24) ; Aulacophora festiva

(fig. 26) ; Cryptoeephalus 5-plagiatus

(fig. 27) ; C. varioplagiatus (fig. 28) ;

^ Syagrus mar.shalli (fig. 29).

This group merges very gradually into the Mylabroid

group on one hand, especially in those species where the

rows of spots coalesce into transverse bands, and at the

CoLEOPTERA \ Phytophacja
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other end of the series it converges to the Coccinelloid type,

particularly in the Cry'ptocej)hali. The association is prob-
ably of a purely MuUerian character so far as the species

mentioned are concerned. They all have very similar

habits, occurring on low plants and flowers, and making no
attempt at concealment. A. fcstiva is much more plen-
tiful than the others, and is jorobibly the dominant member
of the grouj).

y. Coccinelloid Group (Represented on Plato XIXV

COLEOPTERA Coccindlid^
/Epiladmi dregei (tig« 40, 41) ;

Chilo-

(^ iiu'iies luiiata (rig. 42).

Hemiptera rentatomidx Stegauocerus multipunctatus (fig. 39).

I have frequentl)'^ found all tliese three species occurring
together on tlie flowers of a Lantana, and as they are all

common, conspicuous, and strong-smelling insects, the
group is undoubtedly synaposematie.

6. Group of small p)cile yelloiu and red Phytophaga with
their Mclyrid and Gi(,rculionid Mimics. (E. B. P.)

With respect to a series of nine small brightly-coloured

Colcoptera of about the same size (with the exception of

Urodactylxs, ? sp. ^, which is conspicuously smaller than any
of the others), Mr. Marsliall wrote that he should be unwill-

ing to hazard an opinion. It ap])ears tolerably clear how-
ever that they form a beautiful Mullerian group, including

perhaps a single Batcsian mimic. All were captured at

Salisbury, and, with the two exceptions noted below, in

January 1899. The species are arranged below as they
are on Plate XIX, where each is represented twice the
natural size.
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Melyrid.e. Cuuculionid^.

Urodactylus, sp. 6 Urodactyliis, sp. ? Apodenis
fig. 36. fig. 37. gentilis

(Nov. 1898)
fig. 38.

The group consists of pale yellow insects with bright

red anterior section, made up by thorax and head, of which
the eyes only are black in some of the species, although in

others black markings extend over a variable proportion

of the cephalic surface. The elytra are crossed trans-

versely by a black band at the base, and another at the

junction of the third and posterior fourth of their length.

In some species the anterior band, in others the posterior

is reduced to two more or less widely-separated spots or

patches. In the species of Crioceris, the anterior band is

represented by four small black spots, two on each elytron.

In the Urodacti/li, the posterior band is represented by a

semi-circular black mark with the concavity directed

posteriorly on each elytron.

In spite of the variation in detail the species would

produce the 'same effect at a little distance, and there can

be no doubt about the interpretation of the whole as a

synaposematic combination with the Curculio as a doubt-

ful pseudaposematic member. Mr. Marshall states that

tliere are many other species of about the same size

which adopt the same warning pattern, including at least

four additional species of Mchjriclm.

Certain members of this group are very abundant and
conspicuous in the scoring months upon the Mosasa-tree

{Bracliystcgia sp.).

E. Comimrison hetween certain Coleopterous Groups in Borneo

and South Africa, ivith respect to Mimicry, Common
Warning Colours, etc. (G. A. K. M.)

[The following interesting comparison between the

phenomena of mimiciy and common warning colours in

certain Coleopterous groups in Borneo and South Africa

respectively, was made upon tlie receipt of a set of photo-

graphs of the material of Mr. Shelford's paper now being

published by the Zoological Society. —E. B. P.]

Salisbury, Jan. 11, 1901. —I should be interested to

know whether Shelford has proved the Anthribidm to be
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distasteful; from my knowledge of our fairly numerous

South African species I should be much inclined to doubt

it, as their colouring appears to bo, without exception,

protective, generally resembling bark or lichen ; and

although there are somewhat similarly-coloured Longicorns

which frerpient such surroundings, 1 should certainly class

their colours as syncryptic. A somewhat similar criticism

suggests itself with regard to tlie Brcntliidiv, although I

feel dithdent in stating it, as the family is so very limited

here. I know of only four species in Salisbury, all of

which are sub-cortical and nocturnal in their habits, of

comparatively rare occurrence, and of dull colouring. On
the other hand, I have observed that the great majority of

our smaller Lamiids adopt the forward position of the

antennae, which I have always regarded as procryptic,

as there can be no doubt that it renders them much less

conspicuous than if the antennce were held out at an

angle to the twig on which the insect sits. The procryptic

nature of the position is well illustrated in the small and

very elongate Longicorns Jf//llisia and Hq^popsicon, of

which we have a few species, all of which frequent grass-

stems in marshy places ; they also have the elytra bifur-

cated, and this seems to be a common occurrence in all

very elongate beetles. The Endomychid groups are

very interesting. Unfortunately this family is extremely

poorly represented here —only some thi'ee or four species,

though the Erot)/lich-v are fairly numerous. In this latter

the pattern with four yellow or retldish blotches on a

black ground occurs also with us, and the insects are

probably distasteful, judging by the extremely pungent

smell emitted by the large Eiicaustcs. Curiously enough,

just after getting your photographs I found under bark a

large Emlomychid (new to me) of this pattern, and with

it occurred an admirable mimic, a Carabid Thyrcoptcrun

fiavosignatns (Dej.). There is another Carabid Arsino'd

fratcrna (Per.), also sub-cortical, which mimics it closely,

but unfortunately I have no specimens now; I caught only

two here six years ago.

F. Note on Ilhync7iop)hora with Procryptic Colouring as

Models for Mimicry. (E.'B. P.)

])r. A. R. Wallace has always thought that the extreme

hardness of the mimicked Carculionichv and Anthrihiil;e
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is the character which protects them (" Essays on Natural

Selection," 1875, p. 94). In answer to a letter in which

I drew his attention to Mr. JMarshall's record of a large

Curculio found in the crop of a guinea-fowl (see p. 350), he

wrote, Feb. 5, 1901, "The large Malayan Anthrihidm Q.ve

intensehj hard. The guinea-fowl proves nothing, as these

beetles are almost all arboreal, and their chief enemies are

smaller birds. Their protective colours may save them

from the larger insectivorous birds, their hardness from

the smaller." The mimicry of Malayan CurculionidfB,

AnthrihidcV, and Brenthidie by Longicorns cannot be

doubted. The cases are too numerous and the details of

the resemblance too precise to admit of any other explana-

tion. In South Africa, on the other hand, Mr. Marshall

shows that only the first group is mimicked, and of this

he has sent me a very beautiful example. Experiments

are greatly wanted, especially in Borneo, where all three

groups abound. In addition to their hardness Mr. Shel-

ford shows that the larger Bornean Curculios are defended

by their great strength ; they can even cause intense pain

to man by clasping the fingers with their legs and digging

the proboscis into the fiesh. Such defences as hardness

and strength depend for their success on the size of

enemies ; for even hardness could not avail against an

enemy large enough to swallow the beetle whole, so that

it could be ground down in the gizzard, or the interior

slowly extracted by digestive fluids gaimng access by the

joints and other apertures. Defence by a sting, a nauseous

taste or smell, or unwholesome qualities, is effective against

enemies of all sizes and all degrees of strength, although fail-

ing against occasional specially-adapted foes. It is possible

that these considerations may enable us to understand why
it is that certain Bhynchopliora are remarkable among Cole-

optera for combining a cryptic colouring with sufficient

iuimunity to render them feasible models for mimicry.

The ordinary methods of active defence among verte-

brates —the power of biting or pecking, of kicking or

tearing with hoofs or claws —together with the passive

resistance of a spiny or hard external covering, are

almost invariably associated with cryptic colouring and

modes of life favouring concealment. The probable ex-

planation is that all such methods of defence must fail before

large and important classes of still stronger enemies or

foes with cunning sufficient to circumvent the passive
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defence. Such enemies are numerous enough and
deadly enough to make the increased danger of a con-

spicuous appearance far greater than any advantage
gained by the warning off of smaller and weaker animals.

Such a defence as that of the skunk, on the other hand,

appeals to enemies of many classes, and is quite inde-

pendent of strength or size. Here and there special

animals, probably powerful birds with deficient sense of

smell, can endure the defensive odour, and to these the

skunk would be an easy prey ; but on the whole the

increased danger of a conspicuous appearance and slow

movements is far more than compensated by the warning
off of an immense number of would-be enemies. Cases
like that of the skunk are very common among insects,

while those of active defence are very rare. Even the

])assive defence of a spiny or hairy covering is very

diffei'ent from that ordinarily adopted among vertebrates,

because in the insect the hairs and spines are themselves

a cause of unpalatability, and often of intense irritation, so

that tiiey tend to be associated with an aposematic

appearance. It is, however, probable that the intensely

hard Rhynchophora with a cryptic appearance, and especi-

ally the largest and most powerful Curculionidf«, are

strictly comparable with the large number of vertebrates

which also unite the methods of concealment Avith very

efficient modes of active or passive resistance. Certain of

the largest Curcidionidm possessing red marks on a black

ground ajjpear to possess an aposematic appearance, and
these may be distasteful, although the conspicuous appear-

ance may only indicate an excessive hardness and thick-

ness of cliitin which, coupled with the great size, may be
a most efiticient defence against a majority of enemies.

Mr. Marshall tells me that the largest South African

Curculios of the genus Brachyccrus. sucii as B. a2)terns,

are jDurely terrestrial, move slowly, and freely expose

themselves, like our European distasteful species of

Phytophagous Timarclia. Under these circumstances the

intense black ground-colour and red spots of B. aptcrus

must render it remarkably conspicuous, and it would be

of great interest to ascertain, by a number of experiments

on many insect-eaters, Avhether so pronounced an aposeme
may indicate hardness alone or hardness combined with

some other special protection.

The small size of the Brenthid/u renders it improbable
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that hardness alone can be sufficient protection to the

mimicked species, such as the Bornean Diurus furcillatus,

and we are Jed to susj^ect the existence of unpalatability.

In the cabinet the specimens seem to be markedly cryptic,

but Mr. Shelford assures me that they are very commonly
found on flowers, where their dull dark colours would
be most conspicuous. Above all things experiments with

insect-eating animals are greatly needed to throw light on
this most puzzling and exceptional occurrence, viz. the

existence of large numbers of models for mimicry among
Rhynchophora with an apparent, and certainly in many
cases an actual cryptic appearance.

32. Common Warning Colours in South African
Hymenoptera and the Mimicry of them by
Insects of other Orders. (G. A. K. M.)

A. Group with Black Bodies and Darh Blue Wings, chief//

Fossores.

/ Apidee f Xylocopa liottentota (fig. 18) ; X. cari-

(Pl. XXI) \ nata (fig. 19).

JEumcnidie f Eumenes tinctor (figs. 14, 15) ; E. dys-

(Pl. XXI) \ chera (figs. 16, 17).

Spliex bohemani (figs. 1, 2) ; S. cyaiii-

ventris (fig. 3).

S. pelopeiformis (figs. 4, 5) ; S. xantho-
cerus (fig. 6).

Sphegidie ( S. umbrofiiis (fig. 7) ; Sceliphron chaly-

(Pl. XXI)
I

ba3um (fig. 8).

Tachytesnatalensis(figs. 9, 10) ; Ammo-
phila ludovicus (figs. 11, 12).

A. beniniensis (fig. 13).

Hymenopteka / r Salius atropos (fig. 14) ; S. vimlex (fig.

15).

Pominlidic S. dodjax (fig. 16) ; S. regina (fig. 17)

;

(PL XX) \ S. obscuriis (fig. 18).

Pompilus sepulchralis (fig. 19) ; P. frus-

tratus (fig. 20).

Elis lachesis (fig. 3) ; E. fasciatipennis

(figs. 4, 5).

Scoliadee Scolia alaris (figs. 6, 7, 8) ; S. fratenia

(PI. XX) (figs. 9, 10).

S. cyanea (figs. 11, 12) ; S. affinis (fig.

[ 13).

Tiphiidx. Tiphia rugosa (PI. XX, fig. 2).

\ MidilUdee Mutilla atropos (PI. XX, fig. 1).


